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NOMENCLATURE

A Boundary layer profile constant

A Average roughness areae

Afp Total hole footprint area of dimpled roughness plate

A Roughness element projected frontal area

A Total surface area of plate or total smooth area of plates

A Roughness element windward surface area
ws

B Boundary layer profile constant

C Boundary layer profile constant

Cd Local element drag coefficient

Cf Local skin friction coefficient

Cf Total skin friction coefficient

D Dimple roughness hole diameter

d Dimple roughness depth

d(y) Local roughness element diameter

Fd Drag force on roughness element

k Roughness height

k Equivalent sand-grain roughnesss

1 roughness element spacing

L Streamwise element spacing

I Transverse element spacing

K Thermal conductivity

Nud Local element Nusselt number

Pr Prandtl number

Q Rate of heat transfer to/from a roughness element

Re Freestream Reynolds number

Rek Roughness Reynolds number

Red Local roughness Reynolds number

St Stanton number

T Fluid temperature

TR Roughness element temperature

u Streamwi. velocity component

U Freestream velocity

x



u* Friction velocity, V "o-p

AU/u, Downward shift in velocity profile

V Volts

W Width

x Streamwise coordinate

y Normal coordinate

a Flow blockage coefficient

K Von Karman constant = 0.40

6, Boundary layer displacement thickness

A Dirling roughness density parameter

Ak Simpson roughness density parameter = A s/Ap

P Kinematic viscosity

p Density

T Wall shear stress
0
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SUMMARY

Heat transfer, skin friction, turbulence intensity, and velocity

profile data were obtained for 22 dHfferent rough surfaces in turbulent

subsonic boundary layer air flow, with freestream Reynolds Numbers up to

2,000,000. The rough surfaces consisted of hemispherical dimples,

hemispherical protrusions, and rectangular protrusions. The rectangular

roughness plates were tested as both "d" and "k" type surfaces, i.e., with the

tops of the elements flush with the upstream smooth surface and protruding

above the smooth surface, respectively. The surfaces with protrusions were

designed to have values of the Simpson roughness shape/spacing parameter that

bracket the peak in the equivalent sand-grain correlation. The data was used

for comparison with predictions from the Taylor, Coleman, Hodge discrete

element rough surface boundary layer code in an attempt to improve the code's

performance for cases of closely spaced roughness elements when wakes behind

individual elements overlap. An anomaly was discovered in the code that

causes wide variations in predicted drag and heat transfer for small

variations in element drag coefficient Cd. The problem lies in the effect of

Cd on the velocity calculation giving rise to inflections in the calculated

velocity profile near the crests of the roughness elements. A remedy to the

problem has not, as yet, been found and the code should not be used for design

purposes for cases that approximate the roughness geometries tested here.



INTRODUCTION

This report describes the results of a series of measurements of flow

parameters for fully-rough turbulent boundary layer flow of air over flat test

plates roughened with three-dimensional roughness elements of three different

types; hemispherical dimples, hemispherical protrusions and rectangular

parallelepiped protrusions. The parameters measured included total skin

friction, total Nusselt and Stanton numbers, and velocity and turbulence

profiles at several locations over the test plates. The report also describes

attempts to improve an existing discrete element, rough surface boundary layer

code developed by Taylor, Coleman and Hodge in 1984 (ref 1).

The objective of the work was to add to the existing data base for

rough surface boundary layer flow, particularly for flow over closely-spaced

uniform roughness, and to utilize this data to improve the code to allow

better predictions of skin friction and drag for cases of closely-spaced

roughness elements when wakes from individual elements overlap and interact.

A brief historical background of the development of rough surface boundary

layer calculations is presented below. A more detailed treatment of this

development is provided in the Appendix for the interested reader.

The effect of surface roughness on fluid flow parameters such as friction

and heat transfer has been a major topic of study in the field of fluid

dynamics. Beginning in the 1930's with the important experimental work of

Nikuradse and Schlichting, whose primary concerns were the effects of rough

walls on pipe flow resistance and drag on ship hulls, respectively, to the

present, where knowledge of the effects of roughness is now applied to heat

exchangers, turbine blades, re-entry vehicles, etc., the goal has always been

to find methods which allow for the accurate prediction of flow parameters,

but do not involve large investments of time and money.

2



Nikuradse (ref 2) performed the first detailed experimental study of

rough wall turbulent flow by gluing sand grains of different uniform sizes to

the inside walls of pipes in the most dense arrangement possible. By

measuring the pressure drop of water flow through the roughened pipes,

Nikuradse developed an empirical equation relating sand grain height,

Reynold's number, and pipe diameter to the flow resistance.

Schlichting (ref 3) designed and built a channel flow test rig, in an

effort to offer an alternative to the testing of ship hulls in towing tanks.

Plates roughened with uniform, three-dimensional roughness of various

geometric shapes were tested in turbulent, fully developed water flow. Using

the data collected for each plate (friction coefficients and velocity

profiles), Schlichting devised the "equivalent sand grain roughness"

parameter, k , which allows one to obtain skin friction data (from a graph
S

devised by Prandtl and Schlichting for rough flat plates) for non-sand-grain

surface if the equivalent sand grain size is known. The work of Nikuradse and

Schlichting provided the foundation for the development of rough-wall friction

correlations, most notably those by Dvorak (ref 4), Dirling (ref 5). and

Simpson (ref 6), which are discussed in more detail in the Appendix.

The first rough surface heat transfer experiments took place around

1911, but not until Cope's results in 1941 (ref 7) did any data show a

discernible effect of roughness on heat transfer. Nunner (ref 8) in 1956

conducted the first in-depth study of air flow over 2-D roughness in pipes.

In 1963 Owen and Thomson (ref 9) and Dipprey and Sabersky (ref 10) published

the results of their respective experiments on rough wall heat transfer in

tubes. Each group put forth similar hypotheses on the mechanism of heat

transfer in the vicinity of a rough surface, stating that vortical flow in

the regions between protrusions was responsible for increased convective

activity. More recently, extensive research on rough, flat plate flow has been

carried out by Betterman in 1966 (ref 11), Coleman (ref 12), Pimenta (ref 13),

Healzer (ref 14), and Ligrani (ref 15) at Stanford University from 1974 to

1979, and by Hosni, Coleman, and Taylor in 1989 (ref 16).

3



With the advent of digital computers came the opportunity for fluid

flow modeling and prediction with accuracy, speed and reduced cost, compared

to the expense involved in experimental work. Previous to that time,

correlations for prediction of roughness effects on boundary layer flow were

based primarily on the work of Nikuradse and Schlichting, as mentioned

earlier. Therefore, it is not surprising that in the absence of more

definitive data, the first codes developed used these databases as their

foundation.

One of the first widely known rough wall codes was developed by Dvorak

(ref 4). Using a correlation he devised relating non-sand-grain roughness to

a rough wall friction coefficient equation derived by Clauser (ref 17), Dvorak

calculated boundary layer parameters (momentum thickness and shape factor) for

rough surfaces using the momentum integral method. Also of note are the finite

difference method codes created by Cebeci and Chang (ref 18), and Wilcox (ref

19). In these models, the effects of surface roughness are accounted for by

specifying algebraic "boundary conditions" at the wall which implicitly

include the sand grain parameter k . A drawback to this approach, however,
S

along with that of Dvorak, is the fact that there can be no detailed

description of the physical nature of the roughness, i.e., shape, spacing,

etc. which, in light of Schlichting's experimental results, are important

factors in understanding the effects of roughness on boundary layer flow.

Taking into consideration the concerns expressed above, many

researchers have recently turned to the discrete element approach as a way of

more accurately modeling, and therefore predicting, rough wall flows. This

concept, as originally stated by Schlichting, involves taking into account the

contribution of each roughness element, along with the smooth surface between

elements, to the overall friction (or flow resistance) of a rough surface.

This method is then useful as a way of predicting heat transfer also, since it

allows for modeling of the fluid flow in the vicinity of the elements.

Therefore, realistic convective boundary conditions can be prescribed, without

resorting to analogies.

4



Finson (ref 20), followed by others such as Christoph (ref 21), and

Hodge and Adams (ref22), were the first to incorporate a discrete element

model into their respective rough wall boundary layer codes. However, these

early models still relied on the equivalent sand grain parameter, ks, as a

means of describing roughness geometry and spacing. Subsequent work by Finson

and Clarke (ref 23), Christoph and Pletcher (ref 24), and Taylor, Coleman and

Hodge (ref 1) have resulted in models which allow for the input of actual

element geometries and relative spacings. Taylor, Coleman and Hodge was the

only group to calculate heat transfer without the use of an analogy between

friction and heat transfer rate.

The one shortcoming of the discrete method is the requirement that

correlations for form drag and convective coefficients are necessary for any

rough surface made up of discrete elements, which has not already been tested

experimentally and used in a database. This, therefore, limits both accuracy

and the applicability of discrete method codes in prediction of rough wall

flows. As an example, Taylor, Coleman and Hodge as well as Tarada (ref 25) as

recently as 1990, have had only fair success in predicting flows over closely

spaced uniform roughness, due mainly to the lack of data for these types of

roughness configurations. The experiment described here was designed to add

to the limited existing database In order to improve correlations used in

discrete element boundary layer codes.

The following sections describe the experimental procedures and

results and the efforts to modify the rough surface boundary layer code

developed by Taylor, Coleman and Hodge.

5



DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT

The equipment used in the experiment Includes a 12-m (40-ft) long,

open circuit, subsonic wind tunnel, with a 3.05-r x 0.51-m x 0.71-m (120-in x

20-in x 28-in) test section. The tunnel, manufactured by Aerolab, is equipped

with a 50-hp variable speed drive, producing test section velocities from 0 to

40 m/s (132 ft/s). The test section has a flexible adjustable ceiling that

was set to achieve a zero pressure gradient in the test section. Mounted in

the test section is a 0.71-m (28-in) wide, 2.4-m (94-in) long boundary layer

plate, made of 1.27-cm (0.5-in) thick plexiglas. The boundary layer plate is

supported 5-cm (2-1n) above the floor of the test section on aluminum channel

stock. A 0.305-m x .61-m (12-in x 24-in) hole was cut in the boundary layer

plate, on the centerline of the test section beginning 0.76-mm (30-in) from

the leading edge. Test plates were inserted in this hole flush with the upper

surface of the boundary layer plate as shown in Figure 1.

At the leading edge of the boundary layer plate is the slot opening

for the boundary layer suction system formed by the plate leading edge and an

entrance ramp. This system was installed to create a new boundary layer

starting at the leading edge of the boundary layer plate, and to eliminate the

possibility of flow separation near the leading edge. The suction is provided

by a high pressure blower driven by a 5 hp electric motor. The inlet of the

blower is connected to the wind tunnel test section with a 15.24-cm (6-in)

diameter flexible hose. Control of the rate of suction is accomplished by

adjusting a manual gate valve installed between the blower inlet and the test

section. Pressure taps on the boundary layer plate and near the entrance of

the suction slot are connected to a digital differential pressure transducer.

For a given velocity, the valve is adjusted until the difference in the

pressures is -0.01 mpsi. When this is achieved, the velocities above and

below the boundary layer plate are equal, and a dividing streamline is

centered at the front edge of the boundary layer plate. The boundary layer

developing on the floor of the tunnel contraction is removed by suction below

the dividing streamline. A 1.6-mm (0.0625-in) diameter trip wire was

installed on the boundary layer plate 5-cm (2-in) downstream of the suction

6



slot. The trip wire had to be removed before adjusting the slot suction rate

for each new freestream velocity. The wire was then replaced prior to testing

at the new velocity.

Mounted below the test section, enclosed in an air-tight plexiglas

box, is an air bearing drag balance. A Dover model 100 air bearing, on which

the test plates are mounted, is connected to a Kistler-Morse model DSC 6

deflection sensor, using a small chain (Fig. 2). The deflection sensor

provides a voltage proportional to the magnitude of the drag force applied to

the test plates. The voltage output of the deflection sensor is monitored

with a digital voltmeter and a digital data acquisition system when skin

friction measurements are being made. Calibration of the drag measuring

apparatus is achieved using known forces applied to the drag balance by

suspending weights on a thread in the manner shown in Figure 2. In this way,

bias error can be eliminated from the drag measuring system before taking skin

friction data. The drag balance was designed at NASA Langley, and is

essentially the same device used by Bandyopadhyay (ref 26).

Six 12.7-cm x 17.8-cm (5-in x 7-in) rubber-encased electric heating

pads were used to heat the test plates during heat transfer tests. The

heating pads were placed between a sheet of 2.54-cm (1-in) thick

polyisocyanurate insulation, and the test plate. Power was supplied to the

heating pads by a 110-V varlac, and was monitored by a digital voltmeter and

an ammeter. Twelve 30-gage Type T thermocouples were installed in the test

plates In holes drilled In the bottom of the plates to within 0.4-mm

(0.015-in) of the top surface. Thermocouples were also installed at several

locations on the bottom of the test plate and in the boundary layer plate

adjacent to the test plate to provide temperature data for calculating bottom

and edge heat losses. The locations of the thermocouples in the test plates

are shown in Figure 3. The thermocouple measurement system was checked by

placing the thermocouples in a boiling water bath before being installed in a

test plate.

Initially, a 32-channel chart recorder was used to acquire temperature
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data, but questionable accuracy during early runs prompted a change to an

Omega model DP460 digital thermocouple indicator with 0.10F resolution and a

manual thermocouple switch. While this increased the labor involved in

obtaining heat transfer data, the accuracy of the readings was improved. An

infrared surface temperature system was also tried. The infrared sensor was

mounted on the tunnel's traversing mechanism and could be remotely positioned

at any point over the plate. The infrared sensor gave good agreement with

simultaneous thermocouple readings, but the resolution of the infrared system

was only 10 F due to limitations in the analog-to-digital processor used in the

system. Attempts to improve the resolution were unsuccessful; therefore,

thermocouples were used for all temperature measurements.

The average plate surface temperature was calculated from the readings

of the twelve plate thermocouples. Radiative heat transfer from the top

surface was calculated based on the average surface temperature. Edge and

bottom conductive heat losses were calculated from the readings of the

thermocouples placed for that purpose around the periphery of the plate. The

convective heat transfer could then be determined from the power input to the

heaters less the conductive and radiative losses. The Stanton number was then

calculated from the convective heat transfer using the relation

St= Q______
pAC U(T -T )p V

where Q is the convective heat transfer, T is the average plate surface

temperature, T is the freestream temperature, p is the air density at the

film temperature (average of T and T ), A is the plate surface area, C is
U Uo p

the air specific heat and U is the freestream velocity.

The test plates were machined from aluminum stock, and all had

dimensions of 30.32-cm x 60.80-cm x 1.27-cm (11.938-in x 23.938-in x 0.5-in).

Four types of surfaces were tested, a smooth surface, and surfaces roughened

with hemispherical depressions, hemispherical protrusions, and rectangular

parallelepiped protrusions. Eight plates had 1.6-mm-radius hemispherical

dimples machined in the surfaces, each plate having a different uniform
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element spacing. When testing was completed on the dimpled plates,

3.2-mm-(0.125-in-) diameter aluminum balls were placed in the dimples,

creating hemispherical protrusions. The hemispherical test plates were given

"a light coat of flat black spray paint, which served two purposes; it provided

"a surface with known emissivity (0.95) for infrared temperature measurements,

and it also served to hold the spheres in place in the depressions well enough

to withstand the maximum tunnel velocity of 40 m/s (132 ft/s).

Six plates were milled such that each had uniformly spaced rectangular

parallelepiped elements, with each plate having a different element spacing.

The rectangular element height was chosen to be the same as the hemispherical

element height, 1.59-mm (0.0625-in), and the element cross sectional area,

2.5-mm x 2.5-mm (0.0984-in x 0.0984-in), was chosen to give equal projected

areas (facing the flow) for both types of elements. The element spacings were

chosen to achieve A /A values for the plates that bracket the peak in thes p

Simpson equivalent sand-grain correlation curve, viz. A /A = 4.68 where A iss p s
the total plate area and A is the total projected area of all elements facingP
the flow (see the Appendix for more detail). Typical specification drawings

for the hemispherical and rectangular rough surfaces are shown in Figures 4

and 5, respectively. Unfortunately, there was some plate-to-plate variation

in the depth of the hemispherical depressions milled in the surfaces. This

caused deviation of the actual measured As/Ap from the design values for

several plates which resulted in three plates having A /A values between 3s p
and 3.5, and three plates having values between 5 and 5.5.

Table I gives values of hole spacing and depth and the correlation

parameter values (A /A pd/D as described in the next section) for the dimpleds p
plates. Table 2 gives values of element spacing and height and design and

actual values of A /A for the hemispherical roughness plates. Table 3 givess p
the same information for the rectangular roughness plates.

Velocity profile and turbulence intensity data were obtained using a

three-axis traversing mechanism along with a Dantec model 55D01 anemometer,

model 55P11 boundary layer probes, model 55P14 right angle probes (used to
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make measurements between roughness elements), and a digital data acquisition

system. The data acquisition system consisted of a Metrabyte DASH 16 A/D

board installed in an IBM AT PC. A custom data acquisition program controlled

the z-axis position of the hot wire probe, the sampling rate and sample size,

and also performed data reduction to provide rms and mean velocity values, and

turbulence intensity. The tunnel freestream velocity was measured using a

pitot tube connected to a Datametrics model 590 pressure sensor, with the

output from the pressure sensor read on a Datametrics model 1400 electronic

manometer. This system was also used for calibration of the hot wire probes.

The electronic pressure measuring system was itself calibrated periodically

against an inclined manometer.
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TABLE 1

Parameters For Dimpled Roughness Plates

Plate No. Hole Spacing (mm) Avg Hole Depth (mm) A /A * d/Ds p

DI 3.45 1.62 0.274
D2 3.71 1.44 0.351

D3 3.96 1.37 0.438
D4 4.22 1.73 0.706

D5 4.45 1.58 0.765
D6 4.88 1.41 0.915
D7 5.64 1.32 1.303
D8 6.88 1.44 2.329

TABLE 2

Parameters For Hemispherical Roughness Plates

Plate Element Spacing Avg Element Height Design Actual
No. mm mm A /A A /A

s p s p

HI 3.45 1.56 3 3.15
H2 3.71 1.74 3.5 3.17
H3 3.96 1.81 4 3.43
H4 4.22 1.44 4.5 5.19
H5 4.45 1.60 5 5.04
H6 4.88 1.76 6 5.37
H7 5.64 1.86 8 6.81
H8 6.88 1.74 12 10.97

TABLE 3

Parameters For Rectangular Roughness Plates

Plate No. Element Spacing (mm) Groove Width (mm) A /A
8 p

R1 3.28 0.79 2.74
R2 3.68 1.19 3.45
R3 4.08 1.59 4.26
R4 4.47 1.98 5.05
R5 4.87 2.38 6.02
R6 5.66 3.18 8.07

(Height is 1.59-mm and base dimensions are 2.49-mm x 2.49-mm for all elements)
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Before performing measurements on the rough plates, qualification

tests were run on a smooth surface. This provided both insight Into the

viability of the test equipment and reference values of skin friction and heat

transfer, and reference velocity and turbulence profiles. Figure 6 shows mean

velocity profiles at the front, middle, and back of the smooth plate, and

Figure 7 shows turbulence profiles at the same locations. The profiles

indicate that the flow is fully turbulent over the length of the smooth plate.

In Figure 8, measured drag values are plotted along with predicted values

obtained from the Taylor, Coleman and Hodge boundary layer code. The

agreement is very good. Experiemental heat transfer data for the smooth plate

is shown in Figure 9.

Figures 10 and 11 show values of Cd and drag augmentation,

respectively, for the dimpled roughness plates. As mentioned in the previous

section, there was some plate-to-plate variation of the depth of the

depressions milled into the plates, and the effects of this can be seen in the

figures. The two points which plot very close together represent plates D4

and D5 (Table 1). These surfaces produced nearly identical drag and heat

transfer measurements, with good repeatability for both, since they were

tested several times each to verify the seemingly anomalous results.

Various dimensionless spacing parameters were tried in an attempt to

correlate the data. Based partly on the experimental results of Wieghardt,

as summarized by Schlichting (ref 27), and in an attempt to correlate

depression roughness in a manner similar to the methods used for protrusions,

the parameter A s/A fpd/D was devised, where As is the smooth plate area

remaining between dimples, Afp is the total footprint area of the dimples,

(A s+ Afp = A plate) D Is the hole diameter, and d is the depth. As seen in

Figures 10 and 11, the points for plates D4 and D5 correlate well with this

parameter. In Figures 12 and 13, which show Stanton number and heating

augmentation data, respectively, the correlation parameter collapses the heat

transfer results for the two plates in a similar fashion.
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Plate D4 has a hole spacing of 4.22 mm and an average hole depth of
1.73 mm. Plate D5 has a hole spacing of 4.45 mm and an average hole depth of

1.58 mm. One might predict on first consideration that the closer spacing and

deeper holes of plate D4 would produce a significantly higher skin friction

than for plate D5, but this was not the case. A possible explanation lies in

the results of Wieghardt as reproduced in reference 27 and shown here in

Figure 14. Wieghardt investigated the skin friction effect of square bottom

holes of diameter d and depth h and his data displayed a pronounced peak at

h/d = 0.5. Plate D4 has an h/d value of 0.55 while plate D5 has a value of

0.5, precisely at the peak. The depth-to-diameter ratio of the plate D4

dimples has apparently given rise to a 10 percent decrease in drag effect per

dimple that offsets the 10 percent greater number of dimples compared to plate

D5. Hole depth is obviously an important parameter along with hole diameter

and spacing for correlating both skin friction and heat transfer data for

dimpled roughness.

It is evident from the results shown in Figures 10-13 that for dimpled

roughness there is no peak in skin friction or heat transfer as element

spacing decreases as occurs for protrusion roughness. Skin friction and heat

transfer both increase monotonically with decreasing hole spacing since the

depressions do not produce overlapping wake regions between elements.

Mean velocity profiles and turbulence intensity profiles are shown in

Figures 15-30 for the dimpled roughness plates. All measurements were made at

"a freestream velocity of 27 m/s (88 ft/s). The velocity profiles all exhibit

"a similar loss in momentum at the rear of the plates when compared to the

profiles at the front of the plates. Figure 31 compares mean velocity

profiles at the rear of plates D4 and D5. The profiles are almost identical,

in keeping with the nearly identical drag and heat transfer results for the
plates. Figures 32 and 33 compare mean velocity and turbulence profiles,

respectively, at the rear of six of the dimpled plates. In general, closer

hole spacing leads to greater momentum loss and higher turbulence throughout

the boundary layer.
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Figures 34 and 35 show drag and heat transfer augmentation,

respectively, for the hemispherical roughness test plates. The fact that

variations in roughness height are present shows in the way that the data are

scattered. For example, plate H4 was designed to have an A s/AP of 4.5, and

should have plotted at or near the peaks of the two graphs. However, with the

actual A /A for the plate being 5.19, the point plots in the vicinity of the

other plates having similar A s/AP values. Though it is possible to discern a

peak in drag and heat transfer near the theoretical peak of about 4.7, the

scatter in the data makes the true location of the peak difficult to pinpoint.

Figures 36-51 show mean velocity and turbulence intensity profiles for

the hemispherical surfaces. As a means of comparison, Figures 52 and 53 are

plots of the same data at the back of five of the rough plates and the smooth

plate. Note that plates H5 (A /A =5.04) and H6 (A /A =5.37) exhibit thes p s p

greatest momentum loss and the highest peak values of turbulence intensity, in

keeping with these plates having the highest drag values (Figure 34). Notice

also that plate HI (A /A =3.15), with the closes -1ement spacing, exhibitss p
the smallest momentum loss and the lowest turbtLence intensity level. This is

likely the consequence of what Morris (ref 28) calls the quasi-smooth or

"skimming flow" regime, where sthble vortices exist in the areas between the

roughness elements, and the main flow only interacts with the crests of the

elements after the first few rows of roughness.

The rectangular roughness plates were tested as both "k-type" (the

base of the elements flush with the boundary layer plate) and "d-type" (the

tops of the elements flush with the boundary layer plate) surfaces. The A /A5 P

values for the plates are given in Table 3.

Figure 54 shows drag augmentation data for the rectangular roughness

plates in the two positions described above. Both curves exhibit a definite

peak value, though the peaks do not coincide with the theoretical value of

4.68. As would be expected, the drag augmentation is greater overall when the

elements protrude above the boundary layer plate. In Figure 55 heat transfer

augmentation values are shown. Again, peak values are in evidence, with the
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peaks in drag and heating augmentation occurring for the same surface when the

roughness protrudes above the boundary layer plate. In the "d-type" position,

the peak in heating augmentation is shifted to the left (towards higher

density). Also of note is the fact that for the three most dense surfaces,

the heat transfer is almost equal for both positions. It is believed that

quasi-smooth flow exists at these densities, which causes the flow to only

interact with the tops of the elements when the elements are above the

boundary layer layer plate. This in turn creates a flow regime in the region

of the elements which is similar tG that which occurs when the element tops

are flush with the boundary layer plate, and results in similar convective

conditions for the two positions.

Figures 56-79 show mean velocity and turbulence intensity profiles for

the rectangular roughness plates at the positions described previously.

Figures 80 and 81 compare velocity profiles at the rear of the six rectangular

roughness plates with the elements flush and protruding above the boundary

layer plate respectively. Figures 82 and 83 compare the turbulence profiles

at the rear of the plates for the flush and protruding positions respectively.

As with the hemispherical surfaces, the plate which produces the highest drag

measurement (As /A = 6.02) also has the highest turbulence intensity and

largest downward shift of the velocity profile.
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ROUGH SURFACE BOUNDARY LAYER CODE

One of the primary original objectives of this study was to improve the

existing rough surface boundary layer code developed with support from the Air

force Armament Laboratory by R. Taylor, H. Coleman and B. Hodge at Mississippi

State University in 1984 and reported on In several references (e.g. refs

1,29,30). Henceforth, this code will be referred to as either the TCH Code or

program ROUGH. ROUGH is a discrete element roughness code which attempts to

model the details of the flow around individual roughness elements and thereby

account for the influence of individual elements on the total skin friction

and heat transfer. The discrete element method obviously incorporates more

physics in the treatment of rough-surface boundary layer flow than does the

equivalent sand-grain approach. And, in addition, the problem of Ill-defined

wall boundary conditions encountered with equivalent sand-grain models can be

avoided in finite difference calculations using the discrete element approach.

While the discrete element method was alluded to by Schlichting in his

early pioneering work on flows over uniform surface roughness, the first

practical computer code to fully implement the method was the TCH Code. Thn

TCH code calculates flat-plate, incompressible, zero-pressure gradient flow

over three-dimensional surface roughness elements. The boundary layer

momentum and energy equations are formulated for a control volume including

blockage coefficients to account for the portion of the volume blocked to flow

by the presence of the roughness elements.

The momentum equation contains a momentum sink term, F accounting

for the form drag due to individual roughness elements. The form drag is cast

In terms of a drag coefficient, C which is a function of the local Plcynolds

number based on the local diameter of the roughness element at distance y

above the base surface. The drag force relation is given by:

FD 1 2

F= PCdU
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where A is the projected frontal area of a roughness element.P

The energy equation contains a heat sink/source term to account for

heat transfer to or from individual elements based on a local Nusselt number,

Nu, correlation which is dependent upon local Reynolds number as well as

Prandtl number. The heat transfer term takes the form:

Q = K Nu Ae(

where K is the thermal conductivity, A is the roughness element surface area,e

T is the element surface temperature and T is the free stream temperature.R w

ROUGH employs a variable grid, finite difference solution method to

calculate surface drag and heat transfer values. A Prandtl mixing length

turbulence model with VanDriest damping is employed for the Reynolds stress

term and a constant turbulent Prandtl number of 0.9 for the eddy heat flux

term. The Appendix provides a somewhat more detailed description of the

discrete element model used in the code while Reference i provides complete

mathematical details.

The Cd and Nu correlations employed in the original TCH code were

developed for roughness elements of circular cross section through

calibrations against several existing data sets including Schlichting's data

for spheres and spherical segments, corrected by Taylor, Coleman and Hodge to

rectify errors in Schlichting's original data reduction methods (ref. 31).

The code appears to perform well when compared with experimental data for

roughness elements of circular cross sections that are relatively widely

spaced. When applied to cases with closely-spaced roughness elements, I.e.,

when wake regions behind individual elements begin to overlap and interact,

the agreement is less satisfactory.

The Cd and Nu correlations originally adopted in the TCH code are as

follows. For Cd:
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log(Cd) = -0.125 log (Red ) + 0.375 Red < 60,000

Cd = 0.6 Red > 60,000

For Nu:

Nud = 2.475 Redo .4 Pro' 36  Red < 100

Nud = 1.043 Red0'. Pr°0 3 7  100 < Red < 1000

(2)

Nud = 0.963 Red" Pro,36 1000 < Red < 200,000

Nud = 0.060 Red 0.84 pr0.3 Red > 200,000

Where Red is the local Reynolds number based on roughness element diameter

which varies in the direction normal to the wall:

U(y) d(y)
Red =

These correlations were arrived at through numerical experimentation

but are based on correlations and data of Zukauskas for tubes in cross-flow

(ref. 32). The rationale for this approach is that a thin slice of a

roughness e' m.ent, as modeled in the finite difference calculations,

approximates a section of a circular cylinder in cross-flow. The Cd

correlation was reportedly tested up to Reynolds numbers of 25,000 and the Nud

correlation up to Red of 1000 (refs 1, 29) In later work, Hosni, Coleman and

Taylor (ref. 16) modified the Nud correlation to the form:

Nud = 1.7 Re d.49 Pro.4 (3)

without specifying a Red range of applicability, but reportedly tested up to

Red of 2,200.
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Figures 84 and 85 show the results of predictions of drag and Stanton

number using ROUGH with the Cd and Nu correlations as given in equations (1)

and (3) compared with the measured values for six hemispherical roughness test

plates. Red in these cases ranges from 0 to 2,300. The agreement between

predicted and measured values is in general not good, particularly for heat

transfer. The erratic fluctuations in predicted drag and heat transfer will

be discussed further below.

The version of ROUGH received from Its originators contained several

bugs that prevented execution of the code. These bugs were located and fixed

and the program was run for cases paralleling the experiments that were

conducted for this study. These cases all involve flow over an initial section

of smooth wall followed by a step change to a rough wall. The code was

modified to treat the transition from a smooth to a rough wall by "turning

off" the roughness for a specified entrance length by setting the roughness

diameter to zero for all streamwise computational stations over the smooth

portion.

Difficulty was encountered with convergence in some cases. In

particular, convergence problems were aggravated by conditions of close

roughness element spacing, high freestream velocity and small initial

y-direction (normal to the plate) grid spacing. Several changes were made to

the code in an attempt to remedy this problem as follows: All data types were

changed from single to double precision, the maximum number of allowed

iterations was increased and the relaxation constant was adjusted downward.

These changes helped but did not cure the problem.

The program employs a variable grid spacing in the y-direction to

increase the number of grid points in the steep gradient region close to the

surface. The initial step size is given the variable name SQUIG. Step size

increases geometrically after the first step, and the value of SQUIG

determines the number of grid points between the surface and the tops of the

roughness elements. It was found that the code would run for all experimental

cases if the initial step size was increased as the element spacing decreased.
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The recommended value of SQUIG from reference (1) is 0.005. This value

results in 57 grid points below the element crests for hemispherical roughness

with k = 1.6 mm. The code would run without problem with this SQUIG value

only for wide element spacings and low velocity. For the closest spacing and

highest velocity a SQUIG value of 0.36 was required for successful execution.

This large initial grid space reduced the number of grid points below the

element crests to only eight.

Use of a variable SQUIG value and a Cd correlation modified to

incorporate roughness element spacing by introducing an As/Ap function into

the correlation resulted in calculated drag values that closely agree with the

experimental values as Illustrated in Figure 86. The Cd correlation used to

obtain these results was arrived at through numerical experimentation and is

given by:

Cd = 14. 36 - AP [ P ) 0-I - 2. 320110 -.'25 Log(Re) d 0.82 1 (4)
Cd =4361As As 23J 1

Likewise, heat transfer results were obtained that agreed well with

experimental values by letting SQUIG vary and developing, through numerical

experimentation, a Nu correlation that contained an As/Ap dependency given by:

Nud = 2.8691_ - L As )0.13 _ 1.2} Red°07 Pr° 4  (5)

Figure 87 shows the comparison of predicted and experimental Stanton numbers

resulting from the above expression.

While this approach succeeded in producing results in good agreement

with the experiments, it has no usefulness for design purposes. One would

have no way of knowing, a priori, an appropriate value of SQUIG for a given

roughness geometry.

Discussions with R. P. Taylor, one of the original authors of the

code, resulted in Implementing the following scheme to lessen the
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computational "shock" introduced by a step change from a smooth to a rough

surface. Eight additional rows of roughness elements with gradually

increasing height and base diameter are introduced immediately upstream of the

leading edge of the test plate (rough plate). Let us refer to these added

rows as the "roughness ramp". The first row of roughness elements in the ramp

has a height of 10 percent of the actual roughness height. The second row has

a height of 20 percent of the actual, and so on. Thus the velocity profile

undergoes a more gradual transition from smooth to rough over a short

distance. This scheme greatly improved the convergence problem and the code

will now run for all of the experimental cases with a SQUIG value of 0.005.

Another problem exists with the code, however, that has not been

solved and has precluded obtaining satisfactory results while maintaining a

single value of SQUIG for all cases. Drag and heat transfer values predicted

with a constant SQUIG fluctuate erratically in a manner illustrated by Figure

84. Efforts to determine the cause of this have not been successful. In

attempting to arrive at a Cd correlation that would produce better agreement,

many runs were made with constant values of Cd instead of an Red dependent

relation. It was noted that slight variations in Cd, e.g., on the order of

one percent, can produce large variations in predicted drag, e.g., on the

order of fifty percent. This is illustrated in Figure 88 which shows

predicted values of drag calculated with ROUGH for various values of constant

Cd for two different test cases and a freestream velocity of 40 m/s. The

fluctuations of drag with Cd grow worse with closer roughness spacing.

The drag variations result from significant differences in calculated

velocity profiles for small differences in the Cd value as shown in Figure 89

which presents two velocity profiles for a location Just behind the leading
edge of the smooth to rough transition. In this case, an increase in Cd from

0.88 to 0.89 resulted in a predicted drag increase from 1.5 N to 1.8 N.

Clearly, neither velocity profile is physically correct since they both

display an inflection near the top of the roughness elements. The reason for

the problem with velocity profile calculations has not been determined.
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The version of ROUGH submitted as part of this effort has been made

interactive and adapted for either hemispherical, conical or rectangular

parallelepiped uniform roughness. For roughness elements of circular cross

section, e.g., cones, spheres, and spherical segments, it is shown in

reference I that the blockage coefficients in the x (streamwise) and y

(normal) directions, ax and a ,y are equal and are given by:

- d(y) 2
a = My L(6)

where L is the x direction element spacing and I is the z direction

(transverse) element spacing. The local element diameter, d(y), for cones,

spheres and spherical segments are given by:

k - y(7
Cones: d(y) = do k (7)

Spheres: d(y) = 2 V(d / 2)2 - (y-d / 2)2 (8)
0 0

Spherical Segments: d(y) = 2 iR2 - (R-k+y) (9)

where: R = d /2)2 + k2]/ 2k0

d is the base diameter and k is the element height.0

For a uniform array of square parallelepipeds with base dimensions

a x a and height k, as illustrated in Figure 90, it is readily apparent that:

a = a 2 /LI.
y

The blockage coefficient in the x direction is found by calculating the

average of a over the length L and noting that a = 0 for all x notx x
encountering an element and a = a/1 for all x encountering an element.

X2

Jadx a dx = - (10)
Lx 1 x L d Ll

0 0

Thus a = a for square parallelepipeds also.
;2 y
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When the program is run, it prompts the user for values of the

following input variables:

STRCH2 - Number of element rows encompassed in each x grid
step over the rough surface (usually 1)

CD - Eleme-t drag coefficient. Setting equal to 0 invokes
the -efault Cd correlation. Setting not equal to 0
results in a constant Cd equal to the value set

SHAPE - Element type; 1 = cones, 2 = hemispheres, 3 = square

DO or A - Base diameter of cone or hemispherical element or
width of square element (ft)

ASAP - A /A value for surface
s p

UINF - Freestream velocity (ft/s)

NPTS - Number of points in computational grid normal to the

surface (120 recommended)

NSTN - Number of streamwise computational stations

RK - Roughness element height (ft)

CL - Roughness element spacing (ft)
(length of surface = STRETCH2*NSTN*CL)

SQUIG - Initial y-direction (normal) grid space (0.005 recommended)

WIDTH - Width of rough surface (ft)

TWALL - Wall surface temperature (OR)

TINF - Freestream temperature (OR)

The code returns drag force (lbf), heat flux (Btu/hr) and Stanton

number values for the test surface.
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SUMMARY

Results have been presented for skin friction, heat transfer and

velocity profile tests performed in a low speed wind tunnel on three classes

of uniform roughness including hemispherical dimples, hemispherical

protrusions and rectangular parallelepiped protrusions. Eight test plates

were fabricated from aluminum with various spacings of 1.6-mm-radius

hemispherical dimples. After testing the dimpled surfaces, 3.2-mm-diameter

aluminum balls were inserted in the dimples to create hemispherical protrusion

roughness patterns. Six aluminum plates with various spacings of 2.5-mm- x

2.5-mm- x 1.6-mm-high rectangular parallelepipeds were fabricated and tested.

The spacings were chosen to produce A /A values for the protrusion roughnesss p
that would bracket the peak in the Simpson equivalent sand-grain roughness

correlation.

The dimpled rou6 ,.r;s patterns did not exhibtt a peak in either skin

friction or Stanton .iv aer (St). Both drag and heat transfer rate increased

monotonically with. decreasing hole spacing. The downward shift in the

velocity profile and the turbulence level in the boundary layer also increased

steadily with closer hole spacing. Plate-to-plate variations in hole depth

gave rise to seemingly anomalous drag and St results that were successfully

correlated with the inclusion of depth in the shape/spacing correlation

parameter.

Both the hemispherical and the rectangular protrusion roughness

,patterns exhibited a peak in skin friction and St at element spacings in the

range expected from the equivalent sand-grain correlations. The spacing that

produced the highest drag also exhibits the largest downward shift of the

velocity profile and highest turbulence level in the boundary layer. Element

height variation caused by the hole depth variation resulted in several

surfaces that had very similar A /A values and, consequently, similar skins p
friction and heat transfer results.
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The drag and heat transfer data were used for comparison with the

Taylor, Coleman and Hodge (TCH) discrete element roughness code to try and

improve the accuracy for cases of closely spaced roughness elements when wakes

from individual elements overlap and interact. Satisfactory results could be

obtained only by increasing the y-direction (normal to the plate) initial step

size as the element spacing decreased. When using a reasonable constant value

of the Initial y-step size, wide variations in predicted drag occur which were

determined to result from the effect of the Individual element drag

coefficient, C on the velocity calculation in the region near the element

crests. The problem is exhibited by changes In the predicted drag of up to

fifty percent resulting from changes in Cd on the order of one percent.

Neither the specific cause of this problem nor a remedy for It has as yet been

found, and therefore the code in its present form is unsuitable for design

purposes.
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APPENDIX

LITERATURE REVIEW

Nikuradse (ref 2) conducted experiments in order to study the effects

of surface roughness on turbulent boundary layer flow through pipes. Test

sections were fabricated by gluing sand grains to the walls of pipes in the

most dense arrangement possible. Six different sand grain sizes were tested,

at Reynold's numbers (based on pipe diameter) from 500 to 1,000,000, and the

results were plotted in terms of friction factor versus Reynold's number.

Nikuradse characterized rough-wall turbulent boundary layer flow based

on the roughness Reynold's number, defined as:

Re = ku,

k V

where u,=iV/w /p is the friction velocity, k is the sand grain size, and v is

the fluid kinematic viscosity. For values of Re < 5, the flow is said to be

hydraulically smooth. In other words, the size of the roughness is such that

the elements do not extend above the viscous sublayer, and therefore the

boundary layer is not affected by the presence of the rough surface.

Transitionally rough flow exists when 5 < Re < 55-70. Here, the roughness

is just beginning to protrude through the viscous sublayer, and modification

of the overall boundary layer flow parameters starts to take place. At Rek >

70, the sublayer is thought to be destroyed by the roughness, consequently the

rough wall has a major influence on flow parameters such as friction and heat

transfer. The flow Is defined as fully rough at this point.

In analyzing the effects of rough walls on boundary layer flow

(especially shear stress and velocity profiles), Nikuradse began with the

assumption that roughness effects were confined to the near-wall region of the

boundary layer. He then elected to use the well known "law of the wall"

equation as the basis for his analysis:
yu0- =5.75 log- + 5.5

U*V

Nikuradse assumed a modified version of this equation which took the
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form:
u - 5.75 log Y + B

UO k

where k represents the roughness height, and B is a constant which is

dependent upon the size of the roughness and the fluid flow regime (as an

example, for fully rough flow, B has a value of 8.48). It was Nikuradse's

belief that the logarithmic velocity profile obtained from flow over a rough

surface should have the same slope as a profile one would see for a smooth

wall (hence the same value of 5.75 for both equations), but that the y

intercept should vary based on the nature of the roughness (the value of B

then changes).

Schlichting (ref 3) studied fully-developed channel flow over uniform,

three-dimensional roughness elements. Three sides of the rectangular test

section were smooth, with the upper wall roughened. Test plates were

roughened with spheres, spherical segments, cones, and long and short angles,

with various relative spacings and roughness sizes. It was Schlichting's hope

to be able to use Nikuradse's data base, along with the results from his own

experiments, to relate non-sand grain roughness to an equivalent sand grain

value which could then be used as a means of making Nikurade's data more

widely applicable. To that end, Schlichting devised the equivalent sand grain

roughness parameter, k , by equating Nikuradse's logarithmic profile relation
S

for fully-rough flow:

u = 5.75 log Y + 8.48
U. k

S

to a general equation:

S- =5.75 log kY + AU*

where u. and the constant A were determined from experiment. Schlichting thus

obtained:
k

S 10(8. 48 - A)/S.7S

Schlichting's method consisted of curve fitting velocity profiles from
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non-sand grain surfaces to the logarithmic profile to obtain the value of A,

and measuring the pressure drop in order to calculate the friction velocity.

From these values, k /k could be found and, using the assumption of Prandtls

that the logarithmic region of boundary layers is identical for both flat

plates and circular pipes, Schlichting could then apply the pipe flow results

of Nikuradse to flat plates. This procedure was necessary for determining

k /k in the transitional flow regime where skin friction is a function of both5

Re and roughness size. For fully-rough flow, with skin friction independent

of Re, Schlichting was able to provide the following correlations when k is
S

known:

Cf 2.87 + 1.56 log x] ].

and:

C~1.89 + 1.62 log[]]2.

where Cf Is a local friction coefficient based on the distance x from the

leading edge of a rough surface, and Cf is the friction coefficient for a

rough surface of length 1. Both equations are valid over the range 200 < 1/k
S

< 1,000,000.

One shortcoming common to the analytical methods of both Nikuradse

and Schlichting is the assumption that the logarithmic law of the wall

velocity profile for rough surfaces would have the same slope as would the

profile for a smooth wall. For a rough wall logarithmic profile to have the

same slope as a smooth wall profile, the "y" term in the logarithmic equation

must be incremented by some finite amount, which Nikuradse called "A z", and

Schlichting called "A y". Schlichting calculated the virtual wall location

from:

A y = V/LW

where V is the volume occupied by roughness elements on a surface of dimension

L x W. This is the so-called "melt down" location and is the distance that

the flow is displaced from the wall (y =0) due to the presence of roughness.

Although this concept is helpful as applied to the equivalent sand grain
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roughness method, it has no real physical basis, and is not useful when

attempting to model rough-wall flow dynamics. Another shortcoming is the fact

that there is no provision for including roughness geometry and spacing in the

equivalent sand-grain method, even though Schlichting designed his experiment

with these parameters in mind, and the resulting data showed that geometry and

spacing were important influences on rough-wall flow behavior. In an attempt

to extend the equivalent sand-grain roughness method to more contemporary

experimental data sets, Dvorak, Simpson and Dirling presented correlations

which were designed for use with rough surface boundary layer computer codes.

Dvorak's correlation (ref 4) was based upon the rough-wall skin

friction equation developed by Clauser (ref 17):

C A log uA + B-Au

where Au/u, represents the downward shift of a rough wall boundary layer

profile in the logarithmic region, and is given by:

Au uO
- A log k - + C

where k is the roughness height, and C represents some function f(A), which is

dependent upon the roughness geometry and spacing, as specified by the

roughness correlation parameter, A, which represents the ratio of total

surface area to roughness area. A graph of Au/u. versus A is shown in Figure

A-I, plotted along with the data of Nikuradse, Schlichting, Betterman, and

others. The vertex of the correlation, at a value of A = 4.va, represents the

point at which the maximum skin friction would occur for a given roughness

type. Decreasing values of A represent decreasing roughness spacing. Figure

A-1 thus indicates a reduction in skin friction (relative to the maximum

value) with decreasing spacing, a phenomenon first observed and reported by

Schlichting (ref 3).

Simpson (ref 6) modified Dvorak's correlation to make it more

applicable to three-dimensional roughness. This was accomplished by devising
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a new roughness shape and spacing parameter, Ak, which is defined as the ratio

of the total surface area to the total roughness projected frontal area normal

to the flow, A /A . This parameter was substituted into Dvorak's equationsS p
from Figure A-I, and the results were plotted as shown in Figure A-2. From

this graph, Simpson was also able to derive an equation relating A to thek

equivalent sand-grain roughness parameter k 8
S

f(A ) = - 3- in I

S

where K is the Karman boundary layer constant equal to 0.40, and k is the

actual roughness height.

Dirling (ref 5) developed a correlation to calculate roughness

augmented skin friction and heat transfer on reentry vehicle nose tips, using

a compressible flow, momentum integral code. By plotting the equivalent

sand-grain roughness data of Schlichting, Betterman, and Liu, et al. versus

the roughness geometry/spacing parameter:

A d Aws 4/3

where d is the spacing between elements, k is the roughness height, A is the
ws

total windward surface area of the elements, and A is the projected windward
P

surface area of the elements, Dirling derived the correlation:

k f 0.0164 A3, 7e, A < 4.93

k 139 A- 9  A > 4.93

which is shown in Figure A-3.

It must be mentioned that although there is much similarity among the

three roughness correlations discussed above, when put to actual use,

significant differences become apparent. Taylor, Coleman, and Hodge (ref 1)
have outlined the disadvantages of the sand-grain correlations, pointing out

that the accuracy of the Dirling correlation, which is demonstrably the better

of the three, Is approximately + 100% compared to the data used in its
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development. Also the sand-grain correlations do not differentiate between

two-dimensional and three-dimensional roughness types which display quite

different flow patterns in the region below the roughness crests. And,

finally, the correlations rely heavily on Schlichting's data which have been

shown by Taylor, Coleman, and Hodge to be flawed due to the fact that

Schlichting neglected the contribution of the side walls of his channel to the

measured shear stress, and his assumption of the existence of a "melt-down"

location for computing Cf values.

In regards to the present experiments, the rough surfaces were

designed to bracket the peak roughness based on Simpson's sand-grain

correlation parameter, i.e., A /A = 4.68. The resulting surfaces all have

Dirling parameters, d/k(A ws/Ap ) /3 greater than the correlation peak value of

4.93. The experimental results exhibit a peak in skin friction occurring for

the surfaces tested at an A /A value between 4 and 6.
s p

Dipprey and Sabersky (ref 10) studied the relationship between skin

friction and heat transfer In tubes. Their stated goal was to extend

Nikuradse's rough-wall skin friction analysis to heat transfer. To this end,

the well known Reynold's analogy St = C f/2 which relates smooth-wall skin

friction to the heat transfer was used as the basis for their analysis. Tubes

were plated with nickel in a manner which resulted In a surface that

resembled closely packed sand grains, and water was used as the fluid. In

extending the Reynold's analogy to rough surfaces, they correlated their data

with the equation:

C - 1 + Cf 1/2 [g(c) - 8.5

where k

and for fully rough flow:

g = 5.19 (c )0° 2 Pr°'4

Buildiig on the work of Owen and Thomson (ref 9), Seidman (ref 33)
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derived the following correlation for rough wall, turbulent boundary layer

heat transfer:

St = [ 1 + 0.52( Cf .725 Re)04 (Pr)O]

This equation was in good agreement with the subsonic data of Pimenta (ref

13), as well as the supersonic data of Keel (ref 34) and Young (ref 35).

In studying the usefulness of the heat transfer correlations presented

above, two disadvantages become apparent. One, without prior knowledge of the

value of Cf the equations are not applicable; and two, since there is no

evidence that the mechanisms of wall shear and heat transfer are in any way

similar, there is reason to doubt the accuracy of any correlation which relies

on a skin friction value, since this cannot fully account for the effects of

roughness geometry and spacing, and their subsequent influence on flow

dynamics in the vicinity of the roughness elements.

In light of the deficiencies found in the correlations for rough-wall

skin friction and heat transfer, Taylor, Coleman, and Hodge sought to derive a

prediction model based on the discrete element method. A few important

aspects of their derivation will be highlighted below. For a complete

description, the reader should consult Reference 1. For convenience, Taylor,

Coleman and Hodge will hereafter be referred to using the abbreviation TCH.

In attempting to model the effects of roughness on boundary layer

flow, TCH began with the concept of flow blockage. Due to their physical

presence, roughness elements reduce the available area near the wall for fluid

flow. For uniform arrays of elements of circular cross section, averaged over

an area containing several elements, the blockage coefficient a in the x

(streamwise), and y (normal) directions, are given by:

d (y) 2

x y 4L1

where d(y) represents the element diameter as a function of height above the

base surface, L is the spacing between elements in the streamwise direction,
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and I is the spacing in the transverse direction. These blockage coefficient

values are then included in the boundary layer equations in the form (1 - a),

so that when roughness elements are not present (either a smooth area between

elements, or above the crests of the elements) the equations are unchanged.

To represent the contribution of roughness elements to skin friction TCH

included in the momentum balance the term:

Fd = i P Cd U2 (5Ap)

where UAp is the projected area of the roughness elements in the control

volume which is a function of d(y), the element diameter at height y above the

base surface, and Cd is a drag coefficient for an individual roughness

element. To represent the heat transfer contribution of the roughness, TCH

include in the energy equation the term:

K
Q = ý Nud A (T - T)

where d is the roughness element diameter, K is the fluid thermal

conductivity, Nud is a local roughness element Nusselt number, Ae is the heat

transfer area of the roughness elements in a control volume, and TR is the

element temperature.

Correlations for Cd and Nud were developed by using the data of

Zukauskas (ref 32) for banks of cylinders in crossflow as a starting point. It

was postulated by TCH that a differential "slice" through an array of elements

of circular cross section would resemble the same from a bank of circular

cylinders at a given height above the base of the elements. The correlations

were then fine-tuned by calibration against existing rough wall skin friction

and heat transfer data, in particular the data sets of Schlichting (ref 3),

Chen (ref 36), and Coleman (ref 12), and more recently the heat transfer data

of Hosni, et al. (ref 16). The correlations thus obtained are, for the drag

coefficient:

log CD = -0.125 log(Rt ) + 0.375, Red < 60,000

log C = 0.6, Red > 60,000
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And, for the element Nusselt number:

Nud = 1.7 Red 0.49 Pr 0 .4

where Red is the local Reynold's number based on the roughness diameter which

varies with the distance y above the base surface:

Re=U d(y)

d - V

The TCH discrete element computer code implements the above concepts

in a finite difference formulation using a variable grid spacing in the y

direction. A Prandtl mixing length turbulence model with Van Driest damping

is employed for the Reynolds stress term and a constant turbulent Prandtl

number of 0.9 is assumed to model the eddy heat flux term.
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Figure 21 - Velocity Profiles for Plate D4 Figure 22 - Turbulence Profiles for Plate D4
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Figure 64 - Velocity Profiles for Plate R3 Figure 65 - Turbulence Profiles for Plate R3
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Figure 86 - Comparison of Measured and Predicted Drag Force
Using Eqn (4) and Variable Initial Step Size
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Figure 87 - Comparison of Measured and Predicted Heat Transfer
Using Eqn (5) and Variable Initial Step Size
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Figure 88 - Variation of Predicted Drag with Constant Cd Value
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Figure 89 - Velocity Profiles Predicted with ROUGH Near Front of Plate
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Figure 90 - Definition of Dimensions for Square Roughness Elements
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Figure Al The Effect of Roughness De, isity on

the Law of the Wall Intercept. From Ref 4.
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Figure A2 - Simpson's Equivalent Sand-Grain Correlation
From Ref &
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Figure A3 - Dirling's Equivalent Sand-Grain Correlation

From Ref 5.
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